Word of the Day
Summer Term 2020
Week 3 - 4th May 2020

'Words unlock the doors to a world of
understanding...'

This Week's Words
Grasshopper

Shinobi

sweep
squad
fade
waste
wink

speculate
manoeuvre
scrounge
spherical
shortage

Vocabulary Ninja

'Words unlock the doors to a world of understanding’

Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day:
sweep
(verb)
Word Class

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

(sweep)

If you sweep an area of floor or ground, you push dirt or
rubbish off it using a brush with a long handle.

Mrs Jones needed to sweep up after the crafting session.

Phrases:

sweep and clean

sweep up the rubbish

sweep under the carpet

Challenge:
Synonym :

brush
clean

Use WOD with ‘but’ conjunction.

Antonym :

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-ing
-ed
-t

Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day:
squad
(verb / noun)
Word Class

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

(squad)

A squad is a group of players from which
a sports team will be chosen. A squad can be a group of
people.

The squad of teachers entered the school hall.

Phrases:

a squad of players

a squad of heroes

the squad came closer

Challenge:
Synonym :

group
gang
crew

Use WOD with ‘but’ conjunction.

Antonym :

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-ron
-s

Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day:
fade
(verb)
Word Class

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

(fade)

When light fades, it slowly becomes less bright. When a
sound fades, it slowly becomes less loud.

The sound faded as the children finished singing.

Phrases:

the light faded

faded sounds could be heard

the sun faded

Challenge:
Synonym :

dim
dwindle

Use WOD with ‘but’ conjunction.

Antonym :

increase

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-ing
-ed
-s

Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day:
waste
(verb / noun)
Word Class

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

(waste)

If you waste something such as time, money, or energy, you
use too much of it doing something that is not important
or necessary, or is unlikely to succeed.

There was a lot of food waste at lunch time.

Phrases:

so much waste

extremely wasteful

waste and more waste

Challenge:

Use WOD with ‘but’ conjunction.

Synonym :

squander

Antonym :

conserve

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-ing
-ed
-s

Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day:
wink
(verb / noun)
Word Class

Pronunciation / Syllables

(wink)

When you wink at someone, you look towards them and
Definition: close one eye very briefly, usually as a signal that something is
a joke or a secret.

Mr Phillips winked at the group; he knew the answer.

Phrases:

a cheeky wink

winked at me

was winking at

Challenge:
Synonym :

blink
flutter

Use WOD with ‘but’ conjunction.

Antonym :

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-ing
-ed
-s

Shinobi Word of the Day
Word of the Day:

speculate

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

Word Class

(verb)

(spec-u-late)

If you speculate about something, you
make guesses about its nature or identity, or about
what might happen.

Everyone speculated about when school might return.

Phrases:

speculation was rife

don’t speculate because

speculating was dangerous

Challenge:

Use WOD in a letter to your friend.

Synonym :

wonder
muse

Antonym :

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-ion
-ed
-ing

Shinobi Word of the Day
Word of the Day:

manoeuvre

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

(ma-noeu-vre)

Word Class

(verb)

If you manoeuvre something into or out of
an awkward position, you skilfully move it there.

The delivery truck manoeuvred through the parked cars.

Phrases:
Challenge:

carefully manoeuvred

Use WOD in a letter to your friend.

Synonym :

steer
guide
navigate

Antonym :

Prefix :

skilfully manoeuvred
Morphology
Suffix :

-ing
-ed

Shinobi Word of the Day
Word of the Day:

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

scrounge

Word Class

(verb)

(scrounge)

If you say that someone scrounges something such as food or
money, you disapprove of them because they get it by asking for it,
rather than by buying it or earning it.

Jennifer was scrounging for food.

Phrases:

always scrounged for

was a scrounger

strop scrounging before I

Challenge:

Use WOD in a letter to your friend.

Synonym :

beg
borrow

Antonym :

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-er
-ing
-ed

Shinobi Word of the Day
Word of the Day:

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

spherical
(spher-i-cal)

Word Class

(adjective)

Something that is spherical is round like a ball.

We could see Mr. Summersby’s head was very spherical
after he had shaved away his hair.

Phrases:
Challenge:

perfectly spherical

spherical and symmetrical

Use WOD in a letter to your friend.

Synonym :

round
globular

Antonym :

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

Shinobi Word of the Day
shortage

Word of the Day:

Pronunciation / Syllables

Word Class

(noun)

(short-age)

Definition: If there is a shortage of something, there is not enough
of it.

There was a shortage of food and protective equipment.

Phrases:

a national shortage of

was a shortage of

the shortage caused a problem

Challenge:

Use WOD in a letter to your friend.

Synonym :

scarcity
lack
famine

Antonym :

abundance

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-es
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